Fluorimetry of mitochondria in cells vitally stained with DASPMI or rhodamine 6 GO.
The fluorescent dyes DASPMI and rhodamine 6 GO specifically stain mitochondria in living cells. Dye concentrations from 10(-8) to 5 X 10(-6) mole l-1 can be used. Excitation and emission spectra, and quantum efficiency of DASPMI depend on solvent characteristics. Spectra of mitochondria in living cells correspond to those in phospholipids (excitation around 470 nm, emission 560-570 nm). Fluorescence intensity of DASPMI is a measure for the energization of mitochondria, as revealed by in vitro studies. In living cells uptake of the dye is strongly influenced by inhibitors of oxidative phosphorylation (i.e. by oligomycin, FCCP). Distribution of fluorescence intensity indicates an intracellular gradient in energy load of endothelial cells. Single mitochondria exhibit oscillations in fluorescence. Mitochondria loaded with DASPMI release the dye suddenly into the cytoplasm on treatment with FCCP. Cyanide and antimycin however, do not diminish fluorescence in vivo under optimal nutritional conditions, while they do so in mitochondrial suspension, indicating different mitochondrial behaviour in vivo and in suspension.